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                        1. Driveway Paving

                        A well-designed driveway isn’t simply a place where you park your car, but a space which adds kerb appeal to your entire home. Ask your Brett Installer about which materials and styles would suit your driveway and home, taking into account lawns, edging and vehicle numbers. But be warned, an attractive new block paving driveway from Brett Landscaping may take the limelight from your car.
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                        2. Garden Slabs

                        Our products are beautiful as individual pieces, but together, they can create architectural landscapes, transforming your home and your way of life. Our products are more than just paving – with Brett on your side, they’re materials of possibilities. From the traditional to the contemporary, turning your outside space from a garden, to a masterpiece is more than just possible.
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                        3. Porcelain Paving

                        Elevate your outdoor space with sleek and durable porcelain paving from Brett Landscaping! Our collection of porcelain outdoor tiles are designed to provide a contemporary and low-maintenance solution for any patio or garden design. With a variety of colours, textures, and sizes to choose from, our porcelain paving is perfect for creating a sleek and modern look. Not only is it resistant to staining, fading, and frost, but it also requires minimal maintenance. Browse our collection of porcelain outdoor tiles today and create a stunning outdoor space with Brett Landscaping.
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                        4. Natural Stone Paving

                        Natural stone paving is perhaps the most elegant finish you can give you your garden spaces, incorporating high-quality natural material with a truly unique image that changes; no two slabs will ever be the same! This gives your garden a remarkable aesthetic that oozes elegance.
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                        5. Kerbs & Accessories

                        Our concrete kerbs and accessories are engineered to meet the highest standards of functionality and aesthetic appeal. Whether you're looking to enhance a modern home or add charm to a traditional setting, our kerbs and edgings provide a durable solution for garden and driveway borders, step edges and corners.
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						                            Brett Landscaping paving materials blend into our modern and innovative new environment



                            
								                                    Ms Dawn Higgins, Director

                                    Sarum Academy
                                    

						
								                            

						               
                                                    

                    

                

                
					                        
                            
                                

                                


Our PaveScape visualiser lets you see our paving products in your outside space, before making any decisions. It's the ultimate tool to ensure that your garden or driveway reflects your style and personality. Don't just imagine the possibilities, experience them with PaveScape.
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                                Where to buy

                                
To ensure a seamless quality service, we only trust our products to be supplied through a national network of Builders' Merchants and retailers.
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		                                            The service we experienced from the team was very thorough



                            
				                                                    Jon Dix, Director

                                    National Centre for Circus Arts
                                    

				                                            

		                                    

                

                
					                        
                            
                                Find an installer

                                
Whether you choose to install your own paving, or have a preferred contractor in mind to undertake your project, you’ll find informative installation tips on our website to help you achieve the best possible results.
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                                Info hub

                                
When you talk to Brett about inspiring outside spaces, we’ll ensure everything is made that little bit easier, a little bit more exciting – and with a straightforward attitude.
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								                                    Clearance Paving

								                                clearancepaving.co.uk are one of the leading suppliers of discontinued, discount paving products. 
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                Garden Designs and Driveway Ideas

                Transforming your outdoor space is a key aspect of enhancing your everyday living experience. At Brett, we understand the importance of well-crafted outdoor environments that not only bring positive energy to our lives but also add value to our homes. With our expertise and outdoor paving products, including porcelain paving, concrete paving, block paving, and natural stone, we can help you create a space that you can enjoy for years.





Our project portfolio showcases what we could do for you, giving you ideas for your garden design or driveway design. Whether you’re looking for garden design ideas for a serene garden retreat, or driveway ideas to create a lasting impression, let us inspire you with our collection of stunning garden designs and functional driveway designs installed by our Brett Approved Installers.

Get inspired today and find a Brett Approved Installer near you to help bring your vision to life.

 









                Find Garden Designs and Driveway Ideas
            

                        
                
                    
                        Impressive Driveway Design: 300x100mm Invicta Block Paving                    

                

            

                        
                
                    
                        Charcoal Elegance: A Contemporary Garden Design Featuring Chaucer Paving Slabs                    

                

            

                    

    



  
    
      
        
          Sign up to our newsletter for our latest offers & inspiration
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  						About Brett Landscaping

  						When it comes to hard landscaping, most people would think big, arrogant, blunt. Brett is different. We are modern in our thinking. We’re as comfortable with Architects and Homeowners as we are with Merchants and Installers; a service led company anticipating customers’ needs, being proactive and having integrity in everything we do.

  					

  					
  						Get in touch

  							
  									
  										
  											
  										0345 60 80 577  									
  								
	landscapinginfo@brett.co.uk
	
  							Sileby Road
Barrow-upon-Soar
Leicestershire
LE12 8LX
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